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Bespoke Tasmania wins prestigious
Luxury Travel Guide Global Award
Premium small scale tour operator, Bespoke Tasmania has won the
‘’Exclusive Tour Operator of the Year award for Hobart’’ Australia for
2016, by UK based Luxury Travel Guide.
This prestigious award recognises Bespoke Tasmania’s success and innovation with
exclusive tours based around visitors’ individual interests, destination and experiences
which are not readily available to the general public.
Bespoke Tasmania also creates exceptional tours for those fortunate house-guests at
both MONA (Museum of Old and New Art) and Saffire. Bespoke Tasmania has taken
tours to a level not previously seen in Tasmania. A recent example, a tour for a global
philanthropic art group, based in Saville Row, London was a triumph.

About Bespoke Tasmania
Bespoke Tasmania is owned and operated by Kim Dudson, who has travelled extensively. As
Kim says “there is so much to see and do in Tasmania – why travel so far not to see the best the
way visitors want to? Bespoke Tasmania tailors a tour to suit individual interests - from two to
select scale conference groups”.
Kim knows Tasmania well, and introduces visitors to leading fine food producers, artisan
brewers, distillers, vignerons, artists, crafts people, experts in interiors, owners of exceptional
heritage properties, medical and banking history, life-long experts in so many fields.
Some Bespoke Tasmania tour ideas include:
• Seasonal artisan food and drinks • History-Heritage buildings privately owned, including
behind the scenes of heritage conservation – in many specialties • Exceptional Gardens •
Wildlife and natural beauty • Heritage Sports especially golf and tennis • Musical Instrument
making and Innovations • Architecture –• Art-Crafts • Premium Wine to name just a few
OR
Relax and enjoy a day with Bespoke Tasmania on one of the seasonal selections.
Hobart and Surrounds • Hops Heritage and Craft Beer • Coastal Channel • Tasman Peninsula
• Port Arthur • Farm to Fork • Craft Gin Whisky and Cider- Premium Wine • Oysters • Salmon

For more information on Bespoke Tasmania visit: www.bespoketasmania.com
Phone 0429 636 348 or email kim@bespoketasmania.com
Kim Dudson is available for interview.
Images of Tasmania’s sights are available on request.

Derwent Valley & Surrounds - a Bespoke Tasmania Tour
A pristine and beautiful part of the world relatively unknown, with mountain fresh water
passing fertile river flats creating world leading produce - centuries ago, and now...








Experience the 1860’s history where Australia's hop-growing and commercial beer production
began – in a remarkably well-preserved colonial farm not open to the public.
Learn about Hops and Hopbines (yes that 'b for bine' not 'v for vine'). See some of the largest
and most historic hop-fields/buildings in the world. As well as some of the most technologically
advanced.
Taste those special hops in craft beers with flavour matched food.
Travel through beautiful scenery amidst rivers ringed by wild mountains.
Lunch amidst prized Tasmanian heritage
Time-out then for a little fish-feeding at an historic hatchery. Hear the tales about the origin of
all trout fishing in Australasia. It's quite a story…

The Luxury Travel Guide Global Awards
The Luxury Travel Awards recognise and celebrate excellence across all sectors of the affluent
travel and tourism industry in Europe, The Americas, Asia & Australasia, and Africa & Middle
East. Their team of experts scour the globe and travelled extensively in order to identify
everything from the very best hotels, airlines and tour operators through to highlighting the
most reputable transfer service companies.
For more information, see www.corporatelivewire.com/luxury/de-awards.html#sthash.JS7NkFfP.dpuf

